
 



 

Introduction 

2016 saw an overhaul of the national curriculum tests (commonly referred to as SATs) for year two children to match 

the newly updated national curriculum. This guide provides information on what you can expect and how you can 

support your child in the run-up to the tests. 

About the tests 

The first thing to say about the key stage one national curriculum tests is that your child will be completely unaware 

that they are taking them. We have considerable flexibility in how we can implement the tests and much of it will 

feel like a normal classroom day; your child’s class teacher will do their best to ensure that your child is not all 

concerned about the tests. 

To allow this, the tests do not have to be taken on a specific day, but can be taken at any point throughout the 

month of May, near the end of year two. Pupils will sit their tests either individually - with the support of an adult - 

or in groups. 

There are four papers altogether which are used to assess English reading and mathematics. 

 

 

  



 

The mathematics tests 

There are two papers in the mathematics test for year two children. 

Paper one - the arithmetic test 

The arithmetic paper will test your child’s number and calculation skills. It has 25 questions, some of which will 

require your child to know some basic number facts, such as the number bonds (adding to single-digit numbers) and 

the 2, 5 and 10 multiplication tables. 

Towards the end of the paper, there are some more challenging calculations such as missing number problems or 

finding simple fractions of quantities. 

Some example questions from the arithmetic test include: 

 

 

 

 

 

  



 

Paper two - the reasoning test 

The second mathematics paper requires reasoning - using mathematics to solve problems. The first five questions in 

the paper will be read to your child, before they move on to the rest of the paper. But don’t worry - if they find 

anything difficult to read, then they will be supporting by an adult. 

The questions in this paper will often include some background explanation, such as using money to buy fruit or 

measuring drinks. 

As with the arithmetic paper, the earlier questions will be more straightforward; questions towards the end of the 

paper will offer more challenge. Not all children will reach these questions or complete them - and that’s fine; 

nobody expects a perfect score! 

Some of the questions may also require more than one step and so will be worth up to 2 marks. 

Some example questions from the reasoning test include: 

 

 

 

Marking and results 

Your child’s class teacher will mark the test and their marks will be converted into something called a scaled score. 

Each child will receive an overall result indicating whether or not they have achieved the required standard of the 

test. More information about scaled scores is provided later in the booklet. 

The English tests 

There are two tests for English:  

 reading 

 grammar, spelling and punctuation 

The reading test 

Paper one - English reading (lower demand) 

The first paper contains short texts with two or three questions to answer. Many of these will require either single-

word answers or ticking a box. 

Some example questions from paper one are included on the opposite page. 

 



 

 

  



 

Paper two - English reading (higher demand) 

In paper two, your child will read two different texts and use these to answer questions in a separate booklet. Most 

children will take this paper, but class teachers will not expect all children to complete the whole task. 

If your child finds reading more of a challenge at this stage, then their class teacher will stop the test at an 

appropriate time. The questions in the booklet contain a mix of tick-box and ‘circle the correct answer’ questions, 

with some that require a written answer. 

Some questions require simple retrieval of information from the text; others will ask your child to explain something 

in more detail. 

Some example questions from paper two include: 

  



 

 

The page numbers in brackets prompt your child about which page the answer to the question can be found. Your 

child’s class teacher will explain this. 

  



 

Marking and results 

All of the tests your child completes will be marked by teachers at our school to help them judge the attainment and 

progress of your child. 

Scaled scores 

Your child’s test results will be converted to a scaled score to allow it to be compared to others’. Scaled scores will 

normally range between 80 and 130. The scale will be set so that reaching a score of 100 will indicate that your child 

is working at the expected standard for the end of key stage one. 

Higher scores indicate more advanced attainment, with lower scores suggesting that your child may need some 

additional support to catch up with their peers. 

 

 



 

 

 

Discover much more at  

www.someriesinfants.co.uk/tests 

  

http://www.someriesinfants.co.uk/tests


 

 


